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Breaking news of September 11, 2001: US
attacked by terrorists
September 11, 2001, the United States of America was attacked by terrorists. Two aircraft under the
control of the suicide bombers rammed the world trade center skyscrapers in new York, another
crashed into the Pentagon building military control of the United States and the fourth plane crashed
in the suburbs of Pittsburgh before reaching Washington. As a result of the tragedy killed 2977 people
were wounded 6300. Immediately after the incident, the Federal television channels was interrupted
by emergency news. The culture of television journalism at that time requires maximum-rapid
transfer of information to the viewer and host of ORT Ekaterina Andreeva in the rush forgets to wear a
wire. Breaking news ORT, NTV and RTR 11.09.2001 terrorist Attacks in the United States Russian
President Vladimir Putin made a statement on the terrorist attack by supporting the USA one of the
ﬁrst. A fragment of the news release 11.09.2001 RTR Vladimir Putin's Statement about the attacks in
the United States Throughout the day the main Russian TV channels instead of entertainment
programs TV series and movies retransmitted frames foreign colleagues from Euronews CNN Sky
News and accompanying pictures from new York city's own review. Some TV channels among which
the TV6 had time to navigate and get live respected journalists who live gave comments on the
terrorist attack in the United States. A special edition of the program the results of the TV6
11.09.2001 Guest Vladimir Pozner The attacks in the US did not descend from the front pages to news
bulletins and the next day. A growing number of victims of the Prime suspect to the crime, called the
leader of the terrorist organization al-Qaeda Osama bin Laden. Their assistance to the United States
has oﬀered dozens of countries including Russia. Today in 1900 and 2200 NTV
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